PRODUCT LIST

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS VERD’OLIVO NOVELLO
TYPE OF CULTIVAR:
Moresca – Biancolilla - Verdese
PRODUCTION AREA:
Buccheri - Province of Syracuse – Sicily
OLIVE GROW- LOCATION:
Iblei mountains
EVERAGE ALTITUDE:
600/700 mt. A/S/L (above sea level)
KIND OF GROUND:
Mostly very permeable limestone
OLIVE GROW AGE:
Secular
TREATMENTS CARRIED OUT:
Organic manuring
HARVEST TIME:
From the 20th September to the 30th. September
HARVEST SYSTEM:
Manual picking
GRINDING METHOD:
Cold centrifugation
FRUITY: INTENSE
COLOUR:
Intense green
SMELL:
Strong and large with fruity note of middle maturity tomatoes,
Artichoke, basil and aromatics herbs
TASTE:
In the palate it is harmonic and balanced with spicy and bitter
middle fruity note. With an aftertaste of artichoke,
tomato and aromatics herbs
STORAGE:
The use of nitrogen and the continuous control of the room
temperature enable to reach the best storage conditions

OIL BOX

Our extra virgin olive oil “ Agrestis Verd’Olivo Novello”
presents itself equilibrate in the taste able to enrapture the
most exigent and true experts.
To preserve its organoleptic characteristics we do not filter it,
Therefore it is lightly turbid.
Our “Verd’Olivo Novello” is produced with scrupulous care,
from the picking to the grinding, from the preservation
to the bottling. We use the most innovative technologies and
we attend all the hygiene and quality norms.
It is excellent in combination with: marinate starters, salads,
mixed greens, white and red meat dishes, soups.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS NETTARIBLEO ORGANIC & DOP
TYPE OF CULTIVAR:
Tonda Iblea 100%
PRODUCTION AREA:
Buccheri - Province of Syracuse – Sicily
OLIVE GROW- LOCATION:
Iblei mountains – subarea “Monte Lauro”
EVERAGE ALTITUDE:
600/700 mt. A/S/L (above sea level)
KIND OF GROUND:
Mostly very permeable limestone
OLIVE GROW AGE:
Secular
TREATMENTS CARRIED OUT:
Organic manuring
HARVEST TIME:
From the 1st. October to the end of October
HARVEST SYSTEM:
Manual picking
GRINDING METHOD:
Cold centrifugation
FRUITY: INTENSE
COLOUR:
Bright green with golden reflexes
SMELL:
An excellent combination of note of green apple,
tomatoes, fresh cutted grass and aromatics herbs
TASTE:
In the palate it is harmonic and balanced with hints of artishoke.
It has vibrant tones, without excess, of bitter and spicy
STORAGE:
The use of nitrogen and the continuous control of the room
temperature enable to reach the best storage conditions
ORGANISM OF CONTROL: DOP MONTI IBLEI
Tracing certificate Agroqualità Roma
"BIOAGRICERT organic farming IT BIO 007 C.O. J25S

OIL BOX

Our extra virgin olive oil “ Agrestis Nettaribleo” organic and
DOP is very powerful and able to enrapture the most
exigent and true experts.
The “Nettaribleo” is produced with scrupulous care, from
the picking to the grinding, from the preservation to the
bottling.
We use the most innovative technologies and we attend all
the hygiene and quality norms. Its intensive flavour rich in
grassy scents and green tomatoes make it excellent
in combination with various dishes like: salads, mixed greens,
legums, soup, roasted white and red meat disches.

TECHNICAL CARD

OIL BOX

The “Agrestis Golden Flower DOP ” Extra virgin olive-oil is
very powerful and able to enrapture the most exigent and true
experts. The “Tonda Iblea” cultivar expresses all its
peculiarities strictly derived from the territory and the culture.
The“ Agrestis Golden Flower DOP ” Extra virgin olive-oil is
produced with scrupulous care from the picking to the
grinding, from the preservation to the bottling.
Its intense flavour rich in grassy scents and sour tomatoes
flavour renders it particularly fit to season various dishes
including salads, mixed greens, fish appetizers, legumes soups,
roast fish and white and red meat dishes.

TECHNICAL CARD

Mainly produced with the local variety Tonda Iblea

ORGANISM OF CONTROL:
BIOAGRICERT organic farming IT BIO 007 C.O. J25S

OIL BOX

The “Agrestis Bell’Omio Bio” Extra virgin olive-oil is the top
line of our production. This oil is superb and able to enrapture
the most exigent palates and true experts. The olive-oil of the
monocultivar “Tonda Iblea” expresses, in the highest degree, a
typical peculiarity strictly connected to its territory and
culture. Is produced with the most scrupulous accuracy, using
all the most innovative technologies and respecting the whole
set of rules regarding hygiene and quality. This olive-oil is
excellent on tuna fish marinades, tomatoes salads, grilled
vegetables, legumes soups, red stewed meat dishes and
middle seasoning cheeses.

TECHNICAL CARD

OIL BOX

The variety of cultivars in our territory, combined with the
superb “Tonda Iblea” which is the uncontested queen of the
Iblei Mountains, allow us to obtain, at the same time fragrant,
delicate and sweet oil for the biggest multitude of the daily
consumers who, even if not very fond of strong and definitive
tastes of the “Golden Flower”, are unceasingly looking for a
high quality product. This Olive Oil is produced using all the
modern technologies and respecting the whole set of rules
regarding hygiene and quality. Is excellent with sea-food
appetizers, sea-bass marinade sauces, first courses with shell
fish, roast fish, white stewed meat dishes.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS GARLIC FLAVOURED
CONDIMENT BASED ON EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND GARLIC
It's produced with natural essential oil of garlic and extra
virgin olive oil.
CAPACITY:
Bottle: “Dorica” dark glass 250 ml;
STORAGE:
Our Garlic extra virgin olive oil after the production is preserved in
stainless steel silos, under alimentary nitrogen, with an hermetic
closure, that preserves the oil from light and oxygen.
BOTTLING:
Our Garlic EVO oil, before bottling is reshuﬄed slowly for around
two hours, for obtain a homogeneous product, after it is bottled in
dark glass bottle.
The empty bottle are taken from their original package only at the
time of filling, we blow, fill and close them.
Our company attend and valorize all the hygienic and sanitary rules
(HCCP)
PRESERVATION:
To obtain an optimal preservation of the product, it should be stored
in a fresh and dry environment and away from solar light.
The product in this conditions preserves good itself also after the
opening.

• Our flavoured olive oil are 100% natural.
Thay are made with our best extra virgin olive oils and diﬀerent
natural essential oil.
The absence of water particles due to the fresh fruits allows a
longer shelf life of the product and protects it against rancidity.

FLAVOURED OIL BOX

Good and appetizing, perfect in combination with a
strong spice like garlic, that if not good equilibrate can
be too strong. It can be used for fish gravy, together with
olives, to dress chicory and broccoli, or for marinating of
fresh anchovies.
Thought to remember to our palates the great
Mediterranean flavors.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS ORANGE FLAVOURED
CONDIMENT BASED ON EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND
ORANGE
t's produced with natural essential oil of orange and
extra virgin olive oil.
CAPACITY:
Bottle: “Dorica” dark glass 250 ml.
STORAGE:
Our Orange extra virgin olive oil after the production is preserved
in stainless steel silos, under alimentary nitrogen, with an hermetic
closure, that preserves the oil from light and oxygen.
BOTTLING:
Our Orange EVO oil, before bottling is reshuﬄed slowly for around
two hours, for obtain a homogeneous product, after it is bottled in
dark glass bottle.
The empty bottle are taken from their original package only at the
time of filling, we blow, fill and close them.
Our company attend and valorize all the hygienic and sanitary rules
(HCCP)
PRESERVATION:
To obtain an optimal preservation of the product, it should be
stored in a fresh and dry environment and away from solar light.
The product in this conditions preserves good itself also after the
opening.

• Our flavoured olive oil are 100% natural.
Thay are made with our best extra virgin olive oils and diﬀerent
natural essential oil.
The absence of water particles due to the fresh fruits allows a
longer shelf life of the product and protects it against rancidity.

FLAVOURED OIL BOX

The smell give a sensation of fresh pressed Orange, the
taste is sweet and fresh, with a light bitter aftertaste of
orange peel. Optimal in combination with fish marinade like:
swordfish, tuna an salmon. It presents itself excellent for raw
fish, it adds something more and particularity to the taste
not enhanced by cooking. To obtain a particular breading of
the anchovies “ alla Beccafico” or of rolls of swordfish “ alla
Palermitana” . Our Orange EVO oil is excellent to cook or
marinate chicken, duck, turkey and to dress salads.
In particular combination with bitter salads it gives us a
sweet note. Thought to remember to our palates the great
Mediterranean flavors.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS BASIL FLAVOURED
CONDIMENT BASED ON EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND BASIL
It's produced with natural essential oil of basil and extra
virgin olive oil.
CAPACITY:
Bottle: “Dorica” dark glass 250 ml.
STORAGE:
Our Basil extra virgin olive oil after the production is preserved in
stainless steel silos, under alimentary nitrogen, with an hermetic
closure, that preserves the oil from light and oxygen.
BOTTLING:
Our Basil EVO oil, before bottling is reshuﬄed slowly for around
two hours, for obtain a homogeneous product, after it is bottled in
dark glass bottle.
The empty bottle are taken from their original package only at the
time of filling, we blow, fill and close them.
Our company attend and valorize all the hygienic and sanitary rules
(HCCP)
PRESERVATION:
To obtain an optimal preservation of the product, it should be
stored in a fresh and dry environment and away from solar light.
The product in this conditions preserves good itself also after the
opening.

• Our flavoured olive oil are 100% natural.
Thay are made with our best extra virgin olive oils and diﬀerent
natural essential oil.
The absence of water particles due to the fresh fruits allows a
longer shelf life of the product and protects it against rancidity.

FLAVOURED OIL BOX

Good and appetizing, perfect and good balanced.
Can be used for “bruschetta”, is advised for fresh dressings,
on a good “risotto” or a cold pasta. Sublime for a “Caprese”
salad , or on a boiled fish, grilled zucchini and aubergines.
Thought to remember to our palates the great
Mediterranean flavors.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS LEMON FLAVOURED
CONDIMENT BASED ON EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND
LEMON
It's produced with natural essential oil of lemon and
extra virgin olive oil.
CAPACITY:
Bottle: “Dorica” dark glass 250 ml.
STORAGE:
Our Lemon extra virgin olive oil after the production is preserved
in stainless steel silos, under alimentary nitrogen, with an hermetic
closure, that preserves the oil from light and oxygen.
BOTTLING:
Our Lemon EVO oil, before bottling is reshuﬄed slowly for around
two hours, for obtain a homogeneous product, after it is bottled in
dark glass bottle.
The empty bottle are taken from their original package only at the
time of filling, we blow, fill and close them.
Our company attend and valorize all the hygienic and sanitary rules
(HCCP)
PRESERVATION:
To obtain an optimal preservation of the product, it should be
stored in a fresh and dry environment and away from solar light.
The product in this conditions preserves good itself also after the
opening.

• Our flavoured olive oil are 100% natural.
Thay are made with our best extra virgin olive oils and diﬀerent
natural essential oil.
The absence of water particles due to the fresh fruits allows a
longer shelf life of the product and protects it against rancidity.

FLAVOURED OIL BOX

The smell give a sensation of fresh pressed lemon, the taste
is sweet and fresh, with a light lemon’s peel aftertaste.
This Lemon EVO oil has in fact an excellent aftertaste, tried
on a simple “slice of bread” leave a fresh and perfumed
mouth. Perfect to dress sophisticated shrimps salads.
Optimal to mix a good plate of: “Tagliolini al limone” with
raw spinach, parmesan cheese and walnuts.
Excellent condiment for salads, boiled vegetables, advise
also for dress fish and meat both steam or grilled. Thought to
remember to our palates the great Mediterranean flavors.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS HOT CHILLI FLAVOURED
CONDIMENT BASED ON EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND HOT
CHILLI
It's produced with natural essential oil of chilli and extra
virgin olive oil.
CAPACITY:
Bottle: “Dorica” dark glass 250 ml.
STORAGE:
Our Chilli extra virgin olive oil after the production is preserved in
stainless steel silos, under alimentary nitrogen, with an hermetic
closure, that preserves the oil from light and oxygen.
BOTTLING:
Our Chilli EVO oil, before bottling is reshuﬄed slowly for around
two hours, for obtain a homogeneous product, after it is bottled in
dark glass bottle.
The empty bottle are taken from their original package only at the
time of filling, we blow, fill and close them.
Our company attend and valorize all the hygienic and sanitary rules
(HCCP)
PRESERVATION:
To obtain an optimal preservation of the product, it should be
stored in a fresh and dry environment and away from solar light.
The product in this conditions preserves good itself also after the
opening.

• Our flavoured olive oil are 100% natural.
Thay are made with our best extra virgin olive oils and diﬀerent
natural essential oil.
The absence of water particles due to the fresh fruits allows a
longer shelf life of the product and protects it against rancidity.

FLAVOURED OIL BOX

Perfect like raw dressing for stewed or winter soups like:
chickpeas, beans, strong dishes or with a good egg. It is
excellent for preparing “Amatriciana” and “Arrabbiata”
sauces, palatable with pasta, pizza and toasted bread.
Try to combine hot and steaming spaghetti with our Chilli
EVO oil, pecorino cheese and parsley.
Thought to remember to our palates the great
Mediterranean flavors.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS ROSEMARY FLAVOURED
CONDIMENT BASED ON EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND
ROSEMARY
It's produced with natural essential oil of rosemary and
extra virgin olive oil.
CAPACITY:
Bottle: “Dorica” dark glass 250 ml.
STORAGE:
Our Rosemary extra virgin olive oil after the production is
preserved in stainless steel silos, under alimentary nitrogen, with an
hermetic closure, that preserves the oil from light and oxygen.
BOTTLING:
Our Rosemary EVO oil, before bottling is reshuﬄed slowly for
around two hours, for obtain a homogeneous product, after it is
bottled in dark glass bottle.
The empty bottle are taken from their original package only at the
time of filling, we blow, fill and close them.
Our company attend and valorize all the hygienic and sanitary rules
(HCCP)
PRESERVATION:
To obtain an optimal preservation of the product, it should be
stored in a fresh and dry environment and away from solar light.
The product in this conditions preserves good itself also after the
opening.

• Our flavoured olive oil are 100% natural.
Thay are made with our best extra virgin olive oils and diﬀerent
natural essential oil.
The absence of water particles due to the fresh fruits allows a
longer shelf life of the product and protects it against rancidity.

FLAVOURED OIL BOX

Good and appetizing, perfect for boar stew with “Polenta”,
roast pork with beer, roast beef with citrus fruits, appetizing
with backed potatoes, zucchini and tomatoes.
Excellent together with quails with mantel of bacon and rise,
backed gilthead, plaice filets with honey and aromatics
herbs, or with a potatoes pie.
Thought to remember to our palates the great
Mediterranean flavors.

TECHNICAL CARD
AGRESTIS WHITE TRUFFLE FLAVOURED
CONDIMENT BASED ON EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL AND WHITE
TRUFFLE
It's produced with natural essential oil of white truﬄe
and extra virgin olive oil.
CAPACITY:
Bottle: “Dorica” dark glass 250 ml.
STORAGE:
Our White Truﬄe extra virgin olive oil after the production is
preserved in stainless steel silos, under alimentary nitrogen, with an
hermetic closure, that preserves the oil from light and oxygen.
BOTTLING:
Our White Truﬄe EVO oil, before bottling is reshuﬄed slowly for
around two hours, for obtain a homogeneous product, after it is
bottled in dark glass bottle.
The empty bottle are taken from their original package only at the
time of filling, we blow, fill and close them.
Our company attend and valorize all the hygienic and sanitary rules
(HCCP)
PRESERVATION:
To obtain an optimal preservation of the product, it should be
stored in a fresh and dry environment and away from solar light.
The product in this conditions preserves good itself also after the
opening.

• Our flavoured olive oil are 100% natural.
Thay are made with our best extra virgin olive oils and diﬀerent
natural essential oil.
The absence of water particles due to the fresh fruits allows a
longer shelf life of the product and protects it against rancidity.

FLAVOURED OIL BOX

This is a condiment that gives to the dishes the pleasant and
refined aroma of the white truﬄe, sign of distinction and
sophistication. It can be used to replace the truﬄe or in
combination with it, to enhance the aroma.
Excellent with risotto, tagliatelle, eggs, fondue, carpaccio,
salads, use it just before to serve the dishes. Thought to
remember to our palates the great Mediterranean
flavors.

The truﬄe cream is prepared using Summer black truﬄe
“Scorzone” (tuber aestivum Vitt.) 30%. The size of the
truﬄes could be like a nut or like a big orange and when they
reach their ripeness they become light brown.
Their parfume is delicate and pleasant remembering the
specific smell of nuts. Truﬄes grow both in the plains and in
the hills as far as 1.300 metres above sea level, in symbiosis
with various other forest species and among these the most
common are:
oak-trees, pines, beeches and hazels. The period of ripeness
spreads from June to November but in this cream the truﬄes
preserve all their special taste and fragrance.

The truﬄe cream is obtained combining grinding Summer
black truﬄe “Scorzone” (tuber aestivum Vitt.) and
AGRESTIS extra virgin olive oil. This cream is ideal with
toasted bread, polenta, eggs and on thin slices of raw meat; is
perfect for first courses when you warm up some liquid
cream adding a coﬀee spoon of truﬄe cream for each fellow
guest and then pour it on pasta dishes. Is also ideal for
various kinds of meat: fillet steaks, roast turkey, roast beef
and various stuﬀed meat dishes.
mer black truﬄe “Scorzone” (tuber aestivum Vitt.) 30%,
AGRESTIS extra virgin olive-oil, salt, pine nuts.
Keep the cream in cool places and sheltered from the
light.After opening the jar keep it in the fridge.

WILD FENNEL PESTO
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
The Agrestis Wild fennel Pesto is a unique product, able to
enrapture even the most sophisticated palates .It’s made from a
selection of the best Wild Fennel that grows between Monti Iblei,
gathered in April, when the plant releases all of its flavors and
odors. Once you open the jar you will be immediately embraced
from an intense aroma, expression of Sicilian land !
ADVICE ON USE
The Wild Fennel Pesto has been designed to allow you to cook a
plate of pasta with the flavors of real Sicilian cuisine in just 5
minutes. Just warm up the pesto with a glass of cooking water for 4
minutes, drain the pasta and pass it in the pan with the sauce for
another minute and ... ENJOY !!! (ideal for 4 portions) .
CHEF’S ADVICE
Add toasted breadcrumbs on the top.
INGREDIENTS
42% Wild fennel, cherry tomatoes, olive oil, pine nuts, raisins.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

SICILIAN SWEET AND SOUR CAPONATA
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Agrestis Sicilian Sweet and Sour Caponata is made sublime by
skilful combination of vegetables produced and grown between
Monti Iblei area. The game between sweet and sour, vinegar and
honey is perfectly balanced; embracing vegetables gives us a side
from which is really hard to distract attention at the table.
ADVICE ON USE
The Agrestis Caponata is the starter par excellence !! Sublime with
croutons, but it also could be used as a side to grilled meat and fish.
INGREDIENTS
Aubergines, onion, peppers, courgettes, carrots, celery, almonds
extra virgin olive oil, cane sugar, orange blossom honey, wine
vinegar.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

BLACK OLIVES WITH ORANGE OF SICILY
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Agrestis Black Olives with Orange of Sicily, born from love of the
two most important Sicilian fruit, expression of a land full of taste
and tradition, which are combined by melting their tastes and
creating an exciting mix between the bitterness of the orange peel
and the sweetness of the Black Olivewhich release at the end a
light touch of spicy thanks toa handful of chili peppers.
ADVICE ON USE
When is the time of appetizer does’t exist a better match between
the typical drinks used to awaken the appetite. Excellent next to a
rib or with white meat such as: duck, chicken or turkey.
INGREDIENTI:
Black olives 90%, orange peel 5%, chili contused, extra virgin olive
oil, garlic.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

CAPERS AND ALMOND PESTO
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Agrestis Sicilian Capers and Almond Pesto is a typical expression of
Sicilian land. The caper, able to grow between the rocks Iblee
mountains, releases its strong and intense flavor made balanced by
the sweetness of the skinned almond.
ADVICE ON USE
Excellent dressing for a plate of pasta, or to be combined with
marinated fish, particularly tuna; also it is superb to be used in all
the plates made with pumpkin.
INGREDIENTS
Capers 50%, almonds20%, olive oil, garlic, vinegar.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

Extra jam tomatoes of Sicily
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Extra jam tomatoes of Sicily has been thought to enhance the taste
of the finest meal. Produced exclusively with Sicilian cherry
tomatoes, collected the precise maturation, which gives it that
extra flavor. This jam is made only with tomatoes and Brown sugar.
ADVICE ON USE
Extra jam tomatoes of Sicily is excellent combined with platters of
cheese, hard cheese or soft.
INGREDIENTS
Tomato, brown sugar, lemon juice.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

EXTRA JAM ONIONS
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Agrestis Extra jam onions is superband intense; A taste explosion
for the most pretentious. Produced with the best onions in the
Iblea area without preservatives and colourants.
ADVICE ON USE
Agrestis Extra jam Onion is superb in conjunction with Platters of
cheese, hard cheese that is soft cheese.
INGREDIENTS
Onion, cane sugar.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

EXTRA JAM LEMONS
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Agrestis Extra jam Lemons is produced from selected Sicilian
lemons, a bomb for your health with strong and intense flavor,
produced with brown sugar and no added preservatives and
artificial colors, unleashes the real taste of Sicilian lemons, able to
enrapture even the most discerning palates.
ADVICE ON USE
Excellent on a slice of bread with butter, and to sweeten tea
replacing sugar.
INGREDIENTS
Lemons, cane sugar.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

ORANGES EXTRA JAM
SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Agrestis Oranges extra jam is prepared with love and passion from
an old Sicilian recipe passed down through generations. The fruits
are harvested when the ripe is perfect, thanks to that the jam It
gets its unmistakable taste.
ADVICE ON USE
It can be enjoyed with just a slice of bread with butter, or combined
with sweet crepes.
INGREDIENTS
Oranges, sugar cane.

PRODUCT WITHOUT ADDED
PRESERVATIVE OR COLOURANTS

TECHNICAL CARD

SPECIAL PECULIARITIES
Agrestis seasoned black olives in vacuum-packed bag
can be bought in two diﬀerent oﬀers: slightly spicy or
sweet. Coming from the “Tonda Iblea” cultivar these
olives are combined with garlic, mint, carrots, capers,
chili pepper, marjoram, wild sweet fennel and dipped
into Agrestis extra virgin olive-oil. The olives are big
and round with a thick and plentiful pulp and their
taste is very rich, lightly bitterish, delicate and
appetizing. They are prepared according to an old
traditional recipe and are tasty, exquisite and really
delicious.

SWEET BLACK OLIVES
WHOLE AND PITTED OLIVES

SLIGHTLY SPICY BLACK OLIVES
WHOLE AND PITTED OLIVES

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE USE
Agrestis sweet black olives in vacuum-packed bag:
Black olives, garlic, mint, wine vinegar, Agrestis extra
virgin olive-oil.
Agrestis slightly spicy black olives in vacuum-packed
bag: Black olives, chili pepper, capers, carrots, wine
vinegar, wild fennel, marjoram, Agrestis extra virgin
olive-oil.

INGREDIENTS
Agrestis seasoned black olives are prepared
according to an old traditional recipe in Buccheri.
They are slightly spicy and are perfect and irresistible
for an aperitif and a cold appetizer Italian style united
with tender cheeses and typical salt porks.

SPECIAL PECULIARITIES

Agrestis seasoned green olives in vacuum-packed bag
can be bought in two diﬀerent oﬀers: slightly spicy or
sweet. Coming from the “Tonda Iblea” and “Nocellara
dell'Etna” cultivars these olives are combined with:
garlic, mint, carrots, capers, chili pepper, marjoram,
wild sweet fennel and dipped into Agrestis extra
virgin olive-oil. These olives are big and round with a
thick and plentiful pulp and their taste is very rich,
lightly bitterish, delicate and appetizing. They are
prepared according to an old traditional recipe and
are tasty, exquisite and really delicious.

WITHOUT PRESERVATIVES – CULTIVAR TONDA IBLEA
After the opening use the product within ten days adding some olive-oil
and keeping it in the fridge.

ORGANIC FARMING

SWEET GREEN OLIVES
PITTED AND PRESSED OLIVES

SLIGHTLY SPICY GREEN OLIVES
PITTED AND PRESSED OLIVES

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE USE

Agrestis sweet green olives in vacuum-packed bag:
Green olives, garlic, mint, wine vinegar, Agrestis extra
virgin olive-oil.
Agrestis slightly spicy green olives in vacuum-packed
bag: Green olives, chili pepper, dipped, carrot, wine
vinegar, wild fennel, marjoram, Agrestis extra virgin
olive-oil.

INGREDIENTS

Agrestis seasoned green olives are prepared
according to an old traditional recipe in Buccheri.
These olives are slightly spicy and are perfect and
irresistible to whet one's appetite when an aperitif or
a cold appetizer Italian style is served.

WITHOUT PRESERVATIVES
CULTIVARS: TONDA IBLEA and NOCELLARA DELL'ETNA
After the opening use the product within ten days adding some olive-oil
and keeping it in the fridge.

ORGANIC FARMING

